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Patty Brard at the Beau Monde Awards 2008

* The TV Diva attended on October 30th the latest Beau Monde Awards (with her
partner, the architect Antoine van de Vijver) held in the Amstel Hotel in
Amsterdam. José Hoebee was also present (as Shownieuws reported it). La
Brard was nominated in the category "Cover Girl Award". She lost the prize to the
cover of the four ladies from the "Voetbalvrouwen" TV series on RTL 4 (the Dutch
equivalent to the "Footballers' Wive$" on ITV).
source: Beau Monde, Blik op Nieuws, De Telegraaf, Nieuws.nl
* Patty

Brard thinks she's not glamourous. She told Novum Nieuws that "she's a
chic cleaner who dresses well sometimes". When she's home, she wears pyjamas.
She likes to be dressed up to the nines for special occasions. But she's not someone
who dares to walk down the street not without make-up. The less glamourous of her
life is according to her "the one when she's herself".

source: Novum, Trouw, RTL Boulevard

* Patty's rival, Patricia Paay, refuses to talk to her as long as she doesn't apologize .
A few years ago, Brard insulted indeed Paay when they both had their own reality
show on TV. Patricia has recently been a candidate of the game show "Wie Ben
Ik?" in which the Luv' singer is a team captain.
source: PrimeurJagers.nl
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* Viola Holt, another Patty enemy, is about to start a website in which she will reply
to verbal attacks and gossips about her (including the ones uttered by the
Shownieuws presenter).
source: Story, De Telegraaf, Blog.nl

Patty and her partner (Antoine van de
Vijver)

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Marga Scheide: miscarriages revealed by a medium
news posted on November 4th 2008

Marga Scheide had two miscarriages in the past. Even her Luv' colleague, Patty
Brard, didn't know about these sad events.
In January new episodes of the paranormal TV show "Char" will be aired on RTL 4.
The programme deals with the American medium Char Margolis. During one of the
session, she found out that Marga had two miscarriages. This revelation isn't a big
deal for the blonde Luv' singer. Patty and Marga think that this discovery is special
as Scheide kept it secret. The miscarriages happened at an early stage and they
didn't turn her life upside down.
source: RTL Boulevard, De Telegraaf
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Patty Brard's appeareance on "In de Hoofdrol"
news posted on November 6th 2008

Patty has recently appeared on "In de Hoofdrol" that will be soon broadcast on
Avro/Nederland 1. The aim of this show is to surprise a Dutch celebrity who is
invited with a wrong reason in a TV studio without knowing what to do or who he or
she is going to meet.
That's how, Brard and other entertainers (Patricia Paay, Leco van Zadelhoff,
Henny Huisman, Rene Froger and Gordon) have been the "surprise" guest of
Gerard Joling who hasn't expect to see them.
In de Hoofdrol is hosted by Frits Sissing.
source: De Telegraaf

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Marga's operation
news posted on November 7th 2008

Marga Scheide has had a breast prostheses operation this week. Friend and
colleague, Patty Brard, told that "she's well and is resting". Today she's allowed to
go back home.
source: De Telegraaf/SBS 6 Shownieuws
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Gerard Joling: the peacemaker
news posted on November 13th 2008

From left to right: Patricia Paay, Gerard Joling and Patty Brard

In an article posted two days ago on De Telegraaf website, the gossip columnist
Wilma Nanninga has written about Gerard Joling's ability to reconcile Patty Brard
and Patricia Paay. Joling, a popular singer and TV host in Holland, has said that "he
believes that the Dutch showbiz is too small to be difficult". La Brard and La Paay
have been rivals for years. There have been recent tensions betwen the divas
backstage of the game show "Wie Ben Ik?". Does it mean that the ladies
have burried the hatchet with a little help from "Super Gerard"?
source: De Telegraaf

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Marga Scheide: Back Home
news posted on November 13th 2008

Good news: Marga Scheide has recently been discharged from hospital after a
breast prostheses operation. She told the Story.nl website that she felt fine. She
added that she wanted to forget this incident as fast as possible and that she would
never talk about it.
Source: Story.nl
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Interview: Peter Boonstra
news posted on November 13th 2008

Peter and his favourite LUVer (José Hoebee) at the
latest Fan Club Meeting

I've interviewed Peter Boonstra (of the Official Luv' & José Hoebee Fan Clubs).
He has told me his feelings about his greatest LUVers. So go to the "Interviews"
page to read his answers to my questions.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Ron Brandsteder on Patty Brard and Luv'
news posted on November 18th 2008

Ron & Patty's wedding on July 31st 1979

In an interview posted on November 15th on the Flemish Standaard Online website,
Ron Brandsteder, a famous Dutch TV presenter, has mentioned his relationship
with Patty Brard when they were briefly married in 1979-1980. This is what he told:
"It was a short but vilolent...mmh...union. We were together when Luv' was very
popular. I often went to performances and was looking in the Michelin Guide for
restaurants nearby. Then we were eating out with the whole group and were drinking
wine. Patty and the girls were often performing in a disco with trembling legs. Drunk
by red wine. The girls were world famous and that changes a person. Then we broke
up and I remained single for three years until I fell in love with Yvonne. She is the
mother of my two sons."
source: De Standaard Online
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30 years ago: Trojan Horse riding towards success
news posted on November 18th 2008

Trojan Horse, Luv's legendary hit single, entered the Dutch charts on November
18th 1978. One month later, it hit the number one spot. It also became popular in a
large part of Continental Europe and South Africa. To read the story of this standard,
go to the "articles" page.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

30 years ago: Broadcast of the "All You Need Is Luv'" TV special
news posted on November 19th 2008

30 years ago exactly, on November 19th 1978, Luv's first TV special entitled "All
You Need Is Luv'" was broadcast on TROS. Go to the "Articles" page to know
details about this show.
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In de Hoofdrol (featuring Patty Brard): very good ratings
news posted on November 19th 2008

Patty Brard was one of the "surprise guest" of Gerard Joling on "In de Hoofdrol"
broadcast on November 16th on Avro/Nederland 1. The programme was high in the
ratings. It was watched indeed by 1.840.000 viewers (market share: 24,6%).
source: Kijk Onderzoek

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Viktor Brand and Patty Brard launched the Shownieuws website
news posted on November 20th

Patty Brard and her colleague Viktor Brand launched on November 18th the
website of "Shownieuws" (the entertainment news show on SBS 6). You'll find on
the site the latest celebrity gossips, videos, polls, exclusive files.....
Visit the site at www.shownieuws.tv
Source: TV-Visie.nl
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José Hoebee's column about Benny Neyman
news posted on November 21st 2008

José Hoebee has written a column (posted on November 19th) on Benny Neyman's
official website. Neyman, who passed away in February, was a good friend of José.
In her column, José has told the first time she met Benny (when she was 21). Will
Hoebee (José's husband) later became Benny's producer and supervised some of
his best records (among them the #1 hit single Waarom Fluister Ik Je Naam in
1985). José has also mentioned the 1998 Christmas Eve with Benny and his friend
Hans, her family and singer Conny Vandenbos. This evening was special to José. It
was an unforgettable moment full of emotions. Other celebrities will also write
columns evoking their memories of the late artist.
Source: bennyneyman.nl
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